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The Choral Plot of Euripedes' Helen
Abstract
In ancient Greek culture, the chorus was a social and religious institution, a musical form, and a medium for
the telling of stories, but also a situation, an event, an experience, about which there were stories to be told. As
the tragedians transformed traditional choral performance into the acting out of mythical narratives, they
drew on those stories, both directly and indirectly, as sources and models for dramatic action. My concern
here is with the chorus as a subject of tragedy as well as feature of tragic form, and with the place of choral
experience in the inner world of the tragic plot. Most theories of the tragic chorus go outside that world to
find the chorus' meaning: the chorus is identified with the playwright, whose views it supposedly voices; with
an ideal audience (most influentially by Schlegel); or with the original fifth-century audience, whether as
citizens of the polis (Vernant), ordinary observers of the rich and famous (Griffith), soldiers-in-training
(Winkler), or regular participants in religious rituals (Henrichs). But the circumstances of being in a chorus,
or of being an individual who interacts with a chorus, are also significant as elements within the fictional
scenarios acted out on the tragic stage.
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CHAPTER 7 
The choral plot of Euripides' Helen
Sheila Murnaghan 
In ancient Greek culture, the chorus was a social and religious institution, a 
musical form, and a medium for the telling of stories, but also a situation, 
an event, an experience, about which there were stories to be told. As 
the tragedians transformed traditional choral performance into the acting­
out of mythical narratives, they drew on those stories, both directly and 
indirectly, as sources and models for dramatic action. My concern here is 
with the chorus as a subject of tragedy as well as feature of tragic form, 
and with the place of choral experience in the inner world of the tragic 
plot. Most theories of the tragic chorus go outside that world to find 
the chorus' meaning: the chorus is identified with the playwright, whose 
views it supposedly voices; with an ideal audience (most influentially by 
Schlegel); or with the original fifth-century audience, whether as citizens of 
the polis (Vernant), ordinary observers of the rich and famous (Griffith), 
soldiers-in-training (Winkler), or regular participants in religious rituals 
(Henrichs). 1 But the circumstances of being in a chorus, or of being an 
individual who interacts with a chorus, are also significant as elements 
within the fictional scenarios acted out on the tragic stage. 
The hexameter narratives that constitute our earliest surviving Greek 
texts contain several accounts of choruses, some of them descriptions of 
the chorus as an institution, in its recurrent, timeless, uneventful aspect. 
In the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, we find permanent, canonical choruses 
in both the divine and the human spheres: the Muses on Olympus (189-
206) and the Delian Maidens in the world of mortals (156-64). But in the
following example from the Iliad, the chorus figures as the situation out of
Versions of chis paper were delivered at the Choral Mediations conference at Northwestern in October 
2009, at conferences on "Moisa Epichorios: Regional Music and Musical Regions in Ancient Greece" 
(Ravenna, October 2009) and "Choruses: Ancient and Modern" (Oxford, September 2010) and at 
UCLA (February 2ou). I am grateful to the audience members on all of those occasions for their 
helpful comments, and to Andrew Ford and Deborah Steiner for sharing their unpublished work on 
the lyrics of the Helm.
1 Vcrnanc 1988: 33-4; Griffith 1995; Winkler 1990; Henrichs 1994/5. 
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